
From Adventures in Learning Colby-Sawyer Col lege 
 
“Golf Croquet — America's Most Sophisticated Outdoor Sport” 
In this course participants will learn the essentials and strategies of golf croquet. We will also 
review the history of the game, tracing its start on the West Coast where luminaries such as 
Samuel Goldman and Daryl Zanuck popularized it in Hollywood in the 1920s. In 1967, the 
game moved to the East Coast with the formation of the New York Croquet Club, and it has 
been expanding ever since.  
This course is limited to eight participants due to space restrictions on the croquet lawn. 
Croquet equipment will be provided. Dress whites are recommended but not required so as 
to absorb the social and spiritual elements of the game. 
 

From Evergreen, OLLI – Universi ty of South Flor ida 

“Supreme Court Cases I Wish I Had Litigated” 
Come to hear an experienced and esteemed attorney share his insights on several Supreme 
Court cases of note, including Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, the Bush v. 
Gore case of 2000, and death penalty cases. Bill Heath, proud University of Michigan 
graduate, pursued a long and varied career in law. He expresses his lawyerly interests in 
history, culture and political science through extensive study. 
 
“Pirates, Prophets and Peacemakers” 
Five hundred years of Florida's history marches along on the feet of its people. Meet the 
movers and shakers who made it happen from the 1500s to the 2000s. As it evolves, one 
event leads to the next. Land is given to the man with the vision. Railroads are built by slave 
labor and paid for by the state. Swamp becomes canals, roads and farmland. Each step of 
progress happens because of what went before. Let the parade begin: DeSoto, McKay, 
Summerlin, Yulee, Disston, Flagler, Plant, Ybor, Gutierrez, Edison, Straub, Disney, Greco, Iorio 
and on and on. When you finish, you'll know Florida as well as the back of your hand.  
 
“Great Symphonic Music Without Symphonies”  
Analyze and explore several wonderful examples of non-symphonic works for the symphony 
orchestra focusing on the romantic period. We'll explore tone poems, incidental music, and 
other similar works in the repertoire. How do the composers draw from folk traditions, manage 
instrumentation, and utilize the orchestra to achieve their musical ends? We'll listen to 
compositions by Richard Strauss, Tchaikovsky, Smetana, Rimsky-Korsakov, and 
Rachmaninoff. 
 

From James Madison Li felong Learning Inst i tute 
 
“Image and Spirit: A Brief History of World Religions as Expressed through Art”  
The course will look at religious ideas and movements from pre-history to the present through 
great works of art and architecture from around the world. Structured as an art history course, 



it will follow religious developments chronologically, hopping from continent to continent. 
Weekly topics will include Cave Art; Neolithic Settlements and the Goddess, Hinduism and 
Buddhism in Ancient Asia, Ancient Egypt and the Beginnings of Monotheism, The Hellenistic 
World; the Rise of Christian and Islamic Empires, Africa and the Americas; Religious Art 
Today.  
 
“Pioneering Modern Women Scientists”  
Hundreds of remarkable people played central roles in building and applying science during 
the 20th century. In this course, we will examine the lives and careers of ten women whose 
scientific work helped to transform human life and thought. Lise Meitner, Mary Leakey, 
Rosalyn Yalow and Grace Hopper are among the individuals whose contributions we will 
celebrate.  
 
“Islamic Mystical Tradition”  
This course focuses on the mystical and spiritual dimension of the Islamic tradition as one of 
the most significant aspects of the religion. Beginning with a study of mystical themes in the 
Quran, the Sunnah of the Prophet, special attention will be given to the spirituality of the Shi’i 
tradition. Another important theme to explore is the inner mystical meaning of the Islamic rites. 
The origin, nature, development, the main insights and practices and also orders of the Sufi 
tradition, as the most significantly organized manifestation of mysticism in Islam, will be 
discussed.  
 
“Mark Twain: Before and After Huck Finn”  
This course is designed to explore Mark Twain's major writings before and after his 
masterpiece, Huckleberry Finn. Participants will trace the development of Twain as a literary 
artist as he moved from typesetter to riverboat captain to journalist to world-renowned 
American humorist and author. The class will explore Twain's early tales, “The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer,” “A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,” and “No. 44, The Mysterious 
Stranger,” as well as later tales, sketches and essays. It will also consider how the times and 
Twain's personal life informed his philosophy, humor, and art.  
 
“Modern Chinese View on the Performing Arts” 
This course will be an interactive look at how the traditional and contemporary performing arts 
are viewed in today's China. 
The class will involve looking at various video excerpts of work being done in China, as well as 
examples of classical performing arts forms being practiced today in the country. Students will 
be asked to do their own online research after the first session to be brought to the second 
session and viewed and discussed with the group. 
 
“Exploring the World of Sherlock Holmes Pastiches”  
Sherlock Holmes seems to be more popular than ever. Whether as cool action hero, 
portrayed by Robert Downey Jr., or as "high-functioning sociopath," embodied by Benedict 
Cumberbatch, Holmes is COOL. The character is updated, the story lines are timely, and 
there is still plenty of Conan Doyle's original spirit in these pastiches to enthuse both old and 



new fans. This course will explore not only the most recent movie and TV versions of Holmes 
but also the vast universe of pastiche writings. Whether short or long, published as 
hardcopies or e-books, set in the original era or magically transferred into modern times, 
connected to historical figures or literary icons, Sherlock Holmes pastiches present untold 
hours of reading pleasure. In this course we will explore a small corner of this rather loose and 
open Holmes canon. We will read together, share our impressions, and maybe sketch out our 
own pastiche.  
 
From Lifelong Learning at Regis Col lege 
 
“The First ladies, Stage 2; Civil War to Mid-20th Century” 
The presidents' wives of the late 19th and early 20th centuries were at an advantage: they 
could look back on the experiences of former first ladies for guidance in their duties as White 
House hostess and political partner to the president. As the age of mass communication 
catapulted the United States into a world power, their position, popularity and influence grew. 
In this course, we will begin with Mary Lincoln and progress through the mid-20th century as 
we expand our knowledge of the first ladies. 
 
“Family Ties” 
We will examine American plays and poetry for what they reveal about the American family, 
looking closely at relationships between couples and between parents and their children. Our 
play readings will include: “The Glass Menagerie” by Tennessee Williams; “All My Sons” by 
Arthur Miller; “Fences” by August Wilson; “Stick Fly” by Lydia Diamond; “Other Desert Cities” 
by Jon Robin Baitz; August, “Osage County” by Tracy Letts; and “Brighton Beach Memoirs” 
by Neil Simon. We may also view excerpts of movies based on those plays. Our poetry will 
include works by Plath, Pastan, Olds, Ramsey, Wilbur and others. Participants will provide 
their own texts of the plays; copies of poetry will be provided. 
 
“Upstarts, Rogues 8: Visionaries: Women in Victorian America Who Broke the Rules, Defied 
the Odds, Made the Headlines and Lived Their Truths 
When we think of Victorian women, we tend to think immediately of genteel beauties 
constrained by corsets and culture ... but there were women who broke free of those bonds 
and dared to live their truths! Some were virtuous, some were infamous ... and all were 
scandalous. In this course we will study the lives and times of familiar figures such as Annie 
Oakley, Mother Jones and Lizzie Borden ... and we will discover other iconoclasts such as 
Carrie Nation, Belle Starr and "The Scarlet Sisters." 
 
“Ten Nobel Laureates in Economics” 
The Nobel Prize in Economics was first presented in 1969. Some of the winners have been 
honored for their research in understanding the economic behavior of the markets for goods, 
services and investments. I have selected 10 of those Nobel Laureates. We will zero in on 
their research findings on financial markets, the behavior of investors and the application to 
investment portfolios. We will combine our class discussion with internet videos of archived 
talks by the 10 laureates and with related texts. Course participants will need access to a 



computer with video capability and should expect to spend 2-4 hours a week in preparing for 
class. 
 
“A Moviegoer Looks at World War II — The War Film: An Instrument of Propaganda: Its 
Mythology; Its Effect On American Culture” “World War II,” "The War to Save Democracy," 
inspired documentaries and films that continue to be studied, reinterpreted and debated. 
Those films depicted a strong, united America, a mythic America in which the average person 
took on the status of heroes and heroines, warriors and goddesses. This class will examine 
the historical accuracy of these films, drawing a contrast between the events as they occurred 
and Hollywood's treatment of those events. Viewing films such as “Bataan,” “Air Force, ” 
“Sahara, “Purple Heart, ” “12 O'clock High” and “They were Expendable, ” we will uncover the 
interference and influence of government agencies on Hollywood productions. 
 
 
From Worcester Inst i tute for Senior Educat ion at Assumption Col lege 
 
“New View of Modern Classical Music” 
Modern composers, many of them Americans, have written great classical music and much 
of it is quite visual. Aaron Copland’s Rodeo and Appalachian Spring are obvious examples, as 
they were written to be ballets. Other great American works, such as Charles Ives’ Holidays 
Symphony, also invoke great images. Recent courses I’ve presented have taken 
contemporary popular music, and enhanced their impact by creating music videos that 
combined the song with related visual images. A similar approach will be done with some of 
these great classical works. The history and background of the composer and music will be 
part of a class discussion. Videos will then be presented of the works just discussed. 
LOCATION: AC – Kennedy Building Room 119 GROUP LEADER: Joseph Corn now retired 
spent most of his professional career working as an engineer. He has also taught in the NYC 
school system, Springfield Technical Community College, and Penn State, and worked as a 
technical instructor for Moore Products Co. Mr. Corn and his wife have resided in Grafton for 
the past 14 years. 
 
“Aramaic Bible” 
A comparative look at the difference in the wording between the Bible translated from Aramaic 
manuscripts and those translated from Greek and Hebrew manuscripts. Topics to be 
covered: the words on the cross and Psalm 22; a zealous versus a jealous God; Jacob 
wrestled with Esau not God; Abraham’s testing happens in a dream, not in real time; fear 
versus reverence for God; put aside rather than hate one’s family in Luke 14:26; and more.  
 
“Caravaggio: A Life of Light & Darkness” 
Considered among the earliest representatives of Baroque art, the painter Michelangelo 
Merisi, known as Caravaggio, emerged mid- to late-16th century during a time of deep 
political, religious and social changes. During his brief and violent life, he combined the artistic 
legacies that preceded him into a revolutionary way of expressing stories and emotions using, 
among other techniques, the powerful use of light and darkness. We will cover the life, times 



and artistic legacy of Caravaggio, in the context of the Catholic Reformation and the age of 
the Baroque.  
 
“Sub-Saharan African Art: Contemporary Issues” 
In the 50-plus years since many countries in Sub-Saharan Africa gained their independence, 
there have been many challenges and changes in the study of the art and architecture. In this 
course we will consider major, contemporary issues in the study, interpretation, preservation 
and ownership of the arts of Sub Saharan Africa. Topics to be covered: Introduction to the 
diversity of the arts of this Sub Saharan Africa, challenging the Eurocentric view on the 
beginnings of art, the international linkages of the rock churches of Lalibela and the Swahili 
coast, reclaiming African creation of the Great Zimbabwe, issues of preservation at sites such 
as The Mosque at Djenne (Jenne), Mali and considering controversies over the ownership of 
African art. 
 

From the Rose Inst i tute for Li fe Long Learning, Menorah Park Center for Senior 
Liv ing 

“Memories of Cleveland Radio” 
You will enjoy a series of lectures on Northeast Ohio’s rich broadcast history and the people 
who made it famous. Cleveland was one of the first cities nationwide to have its own radio 
station. We will look at the pioneers of the industry and how this area helped define the way 
we were informed and entertained.  
 
“In Search of Jewish Stories in China” 
Did you know that there are two different Jewish stories in China: the Jews in China and the 
Jews of China? What do the most anti-Semitic Russian Tsars, a railroad, a Chinese fishing 
village and Russian-Yiddish culture have in common? 
Learn the secrets of the Gobi Desert and the Silk Road leading to the discovery of the oldest 
existing Jewish prayer. 
Join us as our instructor takes us on a unique journey through six cities in China and a 2,000-
year history of Jewish life there. 


